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Introduction

The publishing industry in recent decades has become more globalized in scope. We witness publishers in the print industry merging with other print publishers, as well as mergers with other conglomerates from cultural industries such as film. As they move at this accelerated pace it is even difficult to identify their latest formation. Publishing has become an international enterprise and has acquired the technological know-how to exploit creative content. Indeed, alongside this globalization, is the convergence of digital publishing practices seen at its best with publishers’ legal treatment of freelance authors. By convergence of publishing practices, I mean the increasing streamlined approach of contracting with freelance authors of newspapers and magazines wherein publishers attempt to buy up all of their copyrights. While in the period pre-dating electronic publication (before 1990s) there were no written contracts as only key terms like submission date and word count were agreed upon, in recent years practices have changed. In the quest to appropriate ownership of future copyright so that publishers may recycle authors’ works in any media now known or unknown, publishers impose unilateral non-negotiable standard terms. While publishers term this convergence of practices as necessary for their risky investments in the digital era, some commentators
believe this simply reflects a ‘symptom of existential insecurity, because publishers have no idea what the future has in store for them, and for the works created by “their” authors.’ As a result, the globalization of publishing and convergence of their copyright contract practices, has cemented freelancers’ economic subjugation. Freelancers have no bargaining power because if they do not capitulate and assign rights to such conglomerates they risk being blacklisted. If they are blacklisted, publishers who have close to a monopoly control (indeed they are fewer and more powerful) prevent freelancers from publishing their works and earning a living. Effectively, this type of creative prostitution means that either freelancers agree to strip away their rights and get published, or walk away tarred. And so, the globalization of publishing and convergence of their practices means that freelancers are ironically no longer free. The only bargaining tool for freelancers is their copyright. If the market was more competitive and freelancers and publishers were equal players, then freelancers could have a better opportunity to negotiate their digital copyrights.

Freelancers world-wide protest the results of the convergence of these publishing tactics in the courts. There have been a series of cases litigated across North America and continental Europe but none (yet) in Britain. Freelancers maintain that publishers of newspapers and magazines exploit their works not only in print form but also digitally, often by making them available through their own websites or by selling them to third party databases. Freelancers argue that they receive no notice, give no consent, and obtain no payment for the exploitation of their works through these new digital uses. Publishing conglomerates justify that because of contracts previously made with their freelancers they can exploit new uses of such works. The central issue is whether the
authors’ contracts, by which copyright is transferred for publishers to print their works, contemplate electronic publication rights. For staff writers, it is a moot point, but for freelancers who base their livelihoods on each new contract, the issue is a vital one as they are legally cast as independent contractors and should retain copyright ownership over their works unless otherwise agreed. The ownership of recycled works in new media is a problem that will persist as it implicates copyright law and its future. The development of new technologies will continue to open up new markets of exploitation and with this, renewed challenges to the publishing industry and in turn copyright law. Freelancers’ royalties should not continue to subsidize publishers’ exponential growth. Solutions are therefore necessary.

But these seem very far-reaching because of the divergence of legislation and judicial approaches in addressing this problem across the common law and civilian world. Indeed, while publishing practices have converged, we witness a divergence of judicial practices in interpreting previous unwritten freelance contracts. The caselaw illustrates the differences between the common law and droit d’auteur jurisdictions. In Canada and the US, courts struggle in applying vague copyright law provisions, and vainly focus on copyright infringement issues by examining differences between print and digital versions of freelance work. While continental European countries feature more progressive and express legislation favouring authors, there are still some reservations. This paper thus finally suggests that legislative intervention is necessary and the answer lies somewhere between the common law and droit d’auteur systems.

This paper is structured in four parts. First, I discuss the globalization of publishing in the context of the changes due to digital technology. I outline that the
effects of such conglomeration undermines copyright policy objectives as freelancers are increasingly beholden to publishers. Second, I examine the convergence of publishing practices, where publishers increasingly stipulate non-negotiable standard form contracts. This convergence of contracting practices does nothing to re-equilibrate the author-publisher imbalance. Third, I canvass the divergence of judicial approaches in resolving the resulting problem of unfair publishing practices: whether contracts contemplated new electronic publishing rights. In Britain, while the issue has been very much alive, there is little legislation on point and therefore it is very difficult to anticipate how a court would rule. Consequently, because of the lack of express legislation and the undesirable adoption of some principles like the foreseeability rule, in the final section, we are led to explore some potential solutions. Such measures, rooted in legislative intervention, attempt to pre-empt this dilemma or at least help courts better resolve this issue. In the end result, such mechanisms endorse a more unified approach: it may be most desirable for North America and Britain to embrace some of continental Europe’s legislative features and for continental Europe to discard some of its own.

I GLOBALIZATION OF PUBLISHING INDUSTRY

Copyright policy objectives and the publishing industry

The publishing industry has grown increasingly global in scope. This expanse has strained copyright law and places in doubt its very objectives. On the one hand, copyright law purports to promote culture and the dissemination of works, ‘by providing incentives to authors and artists to produce worthy work and to entrepreneurs to invest in the financing, production, and distribution of such work.’ At the same time, copyright law
should balance the interests of copyright owners with those of users. Thus, copyright law seeks to promote an equilaterally sided balance of interests between authors, publishers, and users. However, current societal developments, like the establishment of entrepreneurial copyright, instil antagonism between authors or users and those who exploit works. Consequently, as Willem Grosheide argues, this phenomena has led to the demise of copyright’s once idealistic “golden triangle” of interests. The current developments of digital recycling of freelance works, and the burgeoning of publishing industries, incite discord between authors and publishers.

**Conglomeration of Publishing**

Over the past three or four decades, ‘publishing has been transformed from an industry dominated by vision to one dominated by financial concerns.’ Authors increasingly face an ever-competitive capitalist market, wherein publishers are owners vying for increased protection of authors’ original copyrights. The concept of “author” and “owner” are more and more mutually exclusive. Copyright is concerned primarily not with “lonely starving artists” but with companies—ranging from small and not-for-profit concerns to huge multi-million dollar contracts. André Schiffrin’s book is an informative critique of the book publishing industry, and his comments are equally applicable to the general print industry. Schiffrin provides a glimpse of past and recent developments: the ever-growing greed of publishers that impacts and drives author-publisher legal arrangements. He details how five major publishing conglomerates now control 80 per cent of American book sales, while independent storeowners enjoy a decreased share in the market from about 15 to 17 per cent; some studies have
confirmed independent storeowners make up low as 1 per cent of the publishing market.\textsuperscript{17} To maximize their revenues the major US publishing groups insist on a profit margin of 12 to 15 per cent, compared to the traditional average for the sector at 1 to 4 per cent.\textsuperscript{18} The same trend can be seen in the newspaper industry.\textsuperscript{19} Indeed, conglomeration is also seen in the wider cultural industries. For instance, Fiona Macmillan argues that the impetus for the “acquisition of copyright based monopolies” has been vital to the creation of the exponential growth of the film industry structure.\textsuperscript{20} This conglomeration in publishing and across all cultural industries has been possible through both horizontal mergers (where publishers merge with publishers of similar sectors such as print) and via vertical integration (where publishers merge with dissimilar media companies such as print andtelevisions).\textsuperscript{21} Through such mergers publishers can achieve economies of scale.\textsuperscript{22} Today, around twenty publishing corporations control the industry worldwide and most of these have businesses in magazines, newspapers, TV and radio as well as books and journals. The key multinational publishing conglomerates include a handful from Europe,\textsuperscript{23} Australia\textsuperscript{24} and the US.\textsuperscript{25} Globally, the US leads all western cultural industries with Viacom, then AOL Time Warner and Disney.\textsuperscript{26}

Such a convergence in the structure of publishing from the small to large media conglomerates has affected the type of contractual arrangements between publisher and author and, in turn, the quality and diversity of publishing.\textsuperscript{27} Moreover, without the agents (and lawyers) representing them, authors are further disadvantaged.\textsuperscript{28} Literary agencies have also become more international and have opened up larger offices worldwide.\textsuperscript{29} The agent is equally guided by moneymaking and as a result, cannot represent all authors, especially the nameless freelance authors. Only celebrity authors
such as JK Rowling can maximize revenue for agents and publishers. Yet, without the
agents, and the industry supporting them, authors derive little benefit from copyright law
as they vainly attempt to publish their works. In essence, contractual relationships and
other industry elements comprise a vital dimension to the management of copyright law.
Therefore copyright policy objectives cannot be seen in a vacuum, but must necessarily
contemplate publishing industry dynamics that typically undermine authors.

II CONVERGENCE OF PUBLISHING PRACTICES

Freelancers and Digital Publishing

The globalization of publishing has led to the convergence of publishing practices and
affected the treatment of freelance authors. Before we examine current practices, it is
important to understand the freelancers’ economic realities. Often, freelance authors earn
a living by selling specialized and heavily researched articles. Such freelance works are
prized commodities since their use is often timeless. Obtaining work can be difficult due
to the lack of available freelance jobs, and the need for substantial self-promotion and
marketing.\(^30\) Without any support staff, freelancers work long hours writing, editing, and
researching. Besides freelancers’ low rates of pay, many freelancers spend years without
any earnings.\(^31\) And many do not enjoy any of the benefits that their employed
counterparts receive, including sick leave and pension. It is thus not surprising that
freelancers have been commonly cast as the modern day sweatshop workers. According
to a recent study, average freelance earnings in Britain are GBP\(£\)16 000 per annum, with
46 per cent earning under GBP\(£\)5 000.\(^32\) US freelancers earn an average of US\$7 500 per
Only 16 per cent of all full-time freelancers earn US$30 000 or more. Freelancers are typically paid by the thousand words. Larger British national newspapers such as The Independent or The Guardian pay about GBP£240 per thousand words for a feature article. Freelancers in Scotland make considerably less, as low as GBP£100 for the same article. And so if a freelancer produces on average of three articles per month—which may be ambitious—they would gross about GBP£720 or GBP£300 per month. In regional and provincial newspapers the freelance rates are much lower.

As Lionel Bently suggests, when these figures are considered against the backdrop of cultural industries earning GBP£110 billion per annum, and that the average wage is over GBP£20 000 ‘we can be left in no doubt that, as a society, we are failing to reward the majority of creators anywhere near what they need or deserve.’ Importantly, most publishers’ revenue, at least in large daily newspapers and magazines, is generated through electronic exploitation to which freelancers are typically not entitled. For example, based on freelancers’ syndication earnings alone for large daily newspapers, freelancers could earn GBP£25-600 more per article. Of course, payment for freelance use in CD-ROM and third party databases could also add to this revenue stream. As a result, retaining control of copyright ownership in their works would considerably improve freelancers’ ability to earn a decent living.

**Publishing Practices and Digital Recycling**

Up to the 1990s, industry practice was for freelancers to submit articles without an express written contract, typically for one-time print publishing. And because of the
quick turn-around time with print deadlines, the writers’ fees were agreed upon and paid once the articles were published. Besides the additional flat fee received, freelancers customarily obtained additional fees for translations, reprints, and other modifications of the work. Over the last few years, with the increase in digitization of works, publishers across western industries have begun to use the digital economy as a new venue to profit from authors’ works. After authors’ works have been published in print, publishers have begun to reproduce such works in their own databases, sell these to third party databases, or make these works available on web sites or CD-ROMs, often under the same pre-existing oral contracts. Bently’s work is the first British work in recent years to document how through a host of tactics, publishers claim rights in future works even when these are not needed. Similarly, Macmillan’s analysis on the wider media conglomerates, and the film industry in particular, is apposite to publishers; in buying future copyrights, publishers are under no obligation to exploit these future rights once they have acquired them, ‘but of course no-one can do so without their permission’. It is as if the legal advice to publishers is: ‘You have the power. Take everything you can. Collect up the rights. Hoard them. Then if something happens, you will get the windfall.”

More often than not, the new use of freelancers’ works occurs without their permission. Very recently, the major publishing houses of newspapers and magazines such as The Daily Telegraph in Britain, have instituted the practice of sending letters to their contributors which state “you will retain copyright”. In brief, through standard form letter agreements publishers unilaterally impose non-negotiable terms: world-wide unlimited rights to publish the works in any media now known or unknown. While publishers are paid through subscription fees and by third parties for the new uses of such
works, and attempt to build lucrative electronic publishing houses, authors continue to go uncompensated. And so in the battle for electronic rights, freelancers maintain that their livelihoods depend on whether they can control the copyright in their works.

On the other hand, publishers maintain that they have a vested interest in securing their digital rights and to own ‘whatever the next technological wave brings in.’ For publishers, websites and databases are mere extensions of the original newspaper or periodical, and not separate media mandating separate payment to authors. Media conglomerates’ strategy is to produce as much copyrighted material as possible. Publishers are indeed investing millions in the use of such new technologies. Because of the Internet’s moneymaking potential, many publishers are eager to protect online intellectual property via existing copyright law. Out of the approximately 2,000 large daily and weekly newspapers across North America, 1,500 have online services. The same figures can be seen in Britain and across continental Europe. And while publishers complain about, inter alia, digital piracy, the cost savings outweigh such alleged theft. Electronic publishing eliminates the publishing industry middleman—the printer—which accounts for 40 per cent of costs, and existing data can be supplemented with little or no turnaround time at a marginal cost of zero. While publishers save on the cost of printing, they increasingly charge for use of their own digitized newspaper edition on their websites. And even though some publishers may not (yet) charge users for clicking on their websites, they can still make money. New Scientist, for instance, increased its classified advertising rates by 10% because of its web site. None of this additional revenue goes to freelancers. Publishers traditionally only bargained for the first publication rights since the value of publishing lay almost entirely in being the first to
print. The Internet turned this principle on its head by allowing publishers to publish cheaply online, where content remains readily available. As a result, digital (and yet to be defined) publishing rights are valuable commodities and publishers realize that with respect to freelancers they should obtain all such rights, for the best (or lowest) possible price.

**Independent Contractors, Contract and Copyright Law**

**Freelancers as Independent Contractors**

Today, the vast majority of writers in all genres are freelancers. Across western industries, the number of freelance authors is growing. Increasingly conglomerates outsource their work for limited contract periods. According to the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), there has been a “partial renaissance” in self-employment including changes in industrial organization, technology, and efforts to avoid regulation. The OECD reports an increase in self-employment over the past three decades in all of its member countries and especially in Canada, Germany and Britain. In Canada, in 1993, the rate of self-employment in the cultural sector was twice that of the general workforce, 29 per cent as compared to 15 per cent. A detailed British study focussing specifically on the book publishing industry reveals that since the 1980s there has been a steady increase in the number of its freelance workers. Such studies focus on pull and push factors; pull factors, would be incentives for freelancers such as the desire for flexibility and independence; and push factors, would be factors such as downsizing and subcontracting in the publishing conglomerates that leaves freelancers no choice but to pursue freelance work. While the OECD report does not causally
connect growth in freelance work to any one factor, Celia Stanworth and John Stanworth’s study attributes this increase to push factors such as cost-cutting. These changes are very likely to be permanent and irreversible since the lower cost structures have been absorbed and generalized into the industries’ operations systems. Therefore, contracting freelancers for literary services seems to be the status of future work. Most authors will continue to be contractually bound to their publishers and such prospects necessitate an informed response from copyright law.

**Contract and copyright law**

For independent contractors, the central issue is whether authors’ contracts, by which copyright is transferred to publishers for printing freelancers’ works, contemplate electronic publication rights. Contract law governs the agreement between freelancer and publisher. In order to publish a freelance work, the publisher must have an agreement with the author granting the publisher an assignment or licence to publish the work. Given that freelancers often had a “handshake” contract with their publishers, such is regarded by custom as an implied non-exclusive licence to publish the work. In other words, it is likely that in the absence of a contract, the only rights a publisher acquires from a freelancer are one-time usage rights.

A licence may be either oral or implied by conduct and may be exclusive or non-exclusive. Similar in scope to assignments, exclusive licences must be in writing authorizing the licensee the power to exercise a right to the exclusion of all other persons including the licensor. In the case of freelancers, their non-exclusive licences imply that other licensees (publishers) may be appointed to compete with one another and the
freelancer. It also means that in contrast to assignments wherein there is a transfer of ownership, the freelancers retain ownership—the right to exclude everyone other than the licensees from use of their works. Assignments and licences can be partial. For example freelancers may licence only print rights. In Britain, future copyright can be assigned, thereby vesting copyright in the assignee once the future work comes into existence. Moral rights can be waived in writing but cannot be assigned. Had freelancers granted assignments or exclusive licences, these would have been in writing. In this way, the contemplation of secondary uses could have likely been more easily discernible.

The question therefore is whether the scope of the implied licence extends to online media, absent express terms. While this matter is to some extent evidentiary and interpretive in kind as it necessitates an analysis of copyright infringement, it speaks more fundamentally to the contractual nature of the freelancer-publisher relationship and, ultimately, to the ways in which such new uses challenge the very justifications of copyright law and its purported policy objectives.

III DIVERGENCE IN JUDICIAL TREATMENT OF FREELANCE WORK

North America

Across the western world, freelance authors of articles previously published in newspapers have launched copyright infringement actions against publishers and owners
of electronic databases after their articles were made available online. Many publishing conglomerates of newspapers and magazines are in the process of resolving infringement suits lodged against them. The US National Writer’s Union (NWU) estimates that the US publishing industry could face between US$2.5-$600 billion in damages for illegally reproducing freelance work alone. But while the cases proliferate across North America and Continental Europe there is no clear approach in resolving these cases. As we will first see in North America, courts apply vague and purportedly “neutral” copyright law provisions, and vainly focus on copyright infringement issues by examining differences between print and digital versions of freelance work.

**US: *Tasini***

The case that has received the most publicity and invited the most commentary is the US decision of *Tasini v New York Times Co.* As Sidney Rosenzweig argues, while both freelancer and publisher sides have diametrically opposed views on the dispute, both agree on one point: ‘this issue will have wide ranging consequences for the publishing industry no matter which side prevails.’ In *Tasini*, six freelance writers, led by Jonathan Tasini, launched an action against three print publishers: The New York Times Company, Newsday, Inc. and Time, Inc. The dispute centered on twenty-one articles written by the freelancers between 1990 and 1993, in which they had registered copyrights. The petitioner publishers registered collective works copyrights in each edition in which the articles originally appeared. The publishers engaged the authors as independent contractors under contracts that ‘in no instance secured consent from an Author to placement of an Article in an electronic database.’ However, the publishers, under separate licensing agreements with database and CD-ROM companies,
(LEXIS/NEXIS and University Microfilms International respectively), and without the consent of their freelancers, permitted copies of the freelancers’ articles to appear in electronic media. Granted a writ of certiorari to the US Supreme Court, the respondent publishers contested a Second Circuit ruling that had reversed a District Court decision stating that the publishers had infringed the freelancers’ copyright in their individual works.

At issue was whether the reproduced articles were collective works and specifically, “revisions” of the original newspaper in which the articles first appeared. Justice Ginsburg, speaking for the majority in a 7–2 decision, held that section 201(c) of the US Copyright Act of 1976 on the privilege of reproduction and distribution of collective works did not authorize the copying at issue. The publishers were ‘not sheltered by section 201(c) because the databases reproduce and distribute articles standing alone and not in context.’

The publisher’s privilege under section 201(c)

The Supreme Court’s analysis focused on the interpretation of section 201(c) of the USCA which reads:

In the absence of an express transfer of the copyright or of any rights under it, the owner of copyright in the collective work is presumed to have acquired only the privilege of reproducing and distributing the contribution as part of that particular collective work, any revision of that collective work, and any later collective work in the same series.
According to the court, section 201(c) both describes and circumscribes the “privilege” that a publisher acquires when an author contributes to a collective work. Absent a contract stating otherwise, a publisher is privileged to reproduce or distribute a freelancer’s contributed article, only “as part of” any (or all) of the three enumerated categories of collective works. However, ‘a publisher could not revise the contribution itself or include it in a new anthology or an entirely different magazine or other collective work.’ The court ruled that the reproduced works were not “revisions” but that the publishers indirectly achieved the result of “selling” copies of the articles to the public by ‘providing multitudes of “individually retrievable” articles.’ To rule otherwise would “diminish” the authors’ “exclusive rights” in the articles. Importantly, both the majority and dissent failed to consider whether the section 201(c) privilege was transferable to third parties.

The majority adopted a purposive reading of the legislation by analyzing the legal meaning of section 201(c) in light of its history. While copyright in the initial contribution vests in the author, copyright in the collective work vests in the collective author or newspaper company, extending only to its contributed creative material and not to the ‘pre-existing material employed in the work.’ The court explained that prior to the 1976 revision of the USCA, authors risked losing their rights when they placed an article in a collective work, since ‘publishers, exercising their superior bargaining power over authors, declined to print notices in each contributor’s name…’ The court stated that Congress sought to ‘clarify and improve [this] confused and frequently unfair legal situation with respect to the rights in contributions.’ As such, the court suggests that Congress aimed to remedy the historical author-publisher imbalance.
Stevens J’s dissent also considered the history of section 201(c) but held that publishers possessed the privilege to reprint the subject works since: (1) such a finding did not affect the copyright of the freelancers’ individual contributions as the publishers neither modified the articles nor published them in a ‘new anthology or an entirely different magazine or other collective work’; and (2) the history of the provision was meant to preserve authors’ rights in a contribution, and did not justify that such an objective could only be honoured by a pro-freelancer finding.

As a result, the majority’s ruling appears to be pro-freelancer, while the dissent’s, pro-publisher. Based on the court division, the next section analyzes three opposing arguments underpinning the freelancer-publisher debate. The court’s focus is mainly on the issue of digital reproduction amounting to copyright infringement.

**Tasini Reasoning**

Argument 1: Print to Electronic Media

Both the majority and the dissent disagree on how to define the revised electronic nature of the freelancers’ print articles for the purpose of section 201(c). The dissent claims that the correct focus should be on how the articles are stored and made available to the databases, whereas the majority emphasizes the users’ perception of the articles that are stored and made available to the public. According to the majority, when the user conducts the required search to find a given article, each article appears as a separate item within the search result—without the graphic, formatting or other articles with which the article was initially published. Conversely, for the dissent, the electronic versions of
the articles are part of a collection of text files of a particular edition of the newspaper, and appear online cross-referenced to that edition.

Yet the majority and the dissent lack a sophisticated understanding of the implications of revising freelancers’ articles from print to electronic media. While the electronic articles may have references to the complete collection of that day’s print edition of The New York Times, the original elements that distinguish a newspaper and qualify it as a revision of a collective work are not necessarily preserved. Both judgments ignore that the newspaper’s opinion section and the editorial content of that day’s edition (which as the dissent points out is the most important creative element that the collective author can contribute) do not accompany the individual article. And so, the most important creative contribution of the newspaper can only be accessed with a specific search, or not at all. Therefore this lack of contribution can be an additional ground as to why the publishers contravened the freelancers’ copyright. Moreover, additional creative elements, like editorials and advertisements distinguish the publication’s ideologies often projecting a certain political perspective perceived by its readers and ultimately its contributors. As a result, the presence of these elements or perhaps the existence of others, may instil in authors a fear of being tainted and likely being less credible as they become associated with online fora with which they desire no alliance.

Argument 2: Media Neutrality

The majority challenges the dissent’s endorsement of the publishers’ media neutrality argument. Media neutrality is the notion that the transfer of a work between media does
not change the character of that work for copyright purposes.\textsuperscript{109} For the dissent, the concept of media neutrality is preserved since the publishers’ decision to convert a single edition of a newspaper, or a collective work, into a collection of individual files can be explained ‘as little more than a decision that reflects the different nature of the electronic medium.’\textsuperscript{110} The New York Times argued that it has the right to reprint issues in Braille, in a foreign language, or in microform (even though such versions may look and feel quite different than the original), therefore it should have the right to reproduce these electronically.\textsuperscript{111}

Still, analogizing new digital uses to past publishers’ practices is somewhat far-reaching. These freelancers were paid additional fees for different uses, while the works were not exposed to the volatility of the digital world where there is greater potential for alteration or infringement by third parties.\textsuperscript{112} Additionally, the current form of the databases is not completely attributable to the nature of the electronic media, but more to the nature of the economic market served by the databases. The publishers’ and dissent’s analogy in likening the long-standing practice of freelancers tacitly consenting to microfilm versions of periodicals to the natural technological evolution of electronic storage is erroneous. Besides the noted differences in medium,\textsuperscript{113} microfilm does not yield the profits that digitized articles do.\textsuperscript{114} Irene Ayers comments that while freelancers receive no further compensation for their works, hard copy publishers sell these works to electronic publishers for large sums of money, which in turn make greater profits from user fees.\textsuperscript{115} As noted earlier, while publishers save on the cost of printing, they charge for use of their own digitized newspaper edition on their websites.\textsuperscript{116} This additional revenue does not go to freelancers but yet could so easily be regulated through micro-
payments of tallied number of downloads per article, for instance. Also, it is arguable that publishers prefer to have text online because it takes up less memory in their databases. For instance, digitizing the entire newspaper edition which would include, the masthead, images, advertisements, colour fonts and the text, would be a significantly larger file size in contrast to the much smaller file size of the individual digitized text of an article. Therefore the cost savings of storing smaller text files validates business decisions to store articles as individualized digital text and not an articles as part of its particular collective edition. In between the lines is the idea that formats must be digitized and archived to provide quick and easy access to users who pay for such services. As a result, it is not so easy to endorse the publishers’ argument that freelancers have implicitly waived their rights since they did not object to microfiche reproduction. Bernt Hugenholtz puts it best: "[i]n a multimedia environment analogies are dangerous animals."117 Equating hard-copies or microfilm to CD-ROM or electronic mechanisms, suggests that there is ‘very little understanding of the ongoing media revolution.’118

Argument 3: Policy considerations

The dissent argues from a utilitarian perspective that copyright is ‘a tax on readers for the purpose of giving a bounty to writers.’119 The tax restricts the dissemination of works, but only insofar as necessary to encourage their production. Put differently, ‘the primary objective of copyright is not to reward the author, but to secure the general benefits derived by the public from the labors of authors.’120 Rather than narrowly focusing on authors’ rights as per the majority, the dissent purports to favour the public of users in order to promote the ‘broad public availability of literature, music, and the other arts.’121
For Stevens J, publishers will have difficulties in locating individual freelancers and the potential for statutory damages will likely force electronic archives to purge works from their databases.\textsuperscript{122} As publishers and many commentators also argue, this effect would eliminate a section of world history by outlawing all digitally archived copies of freelancers’ works.\textsuperscript{123}

While it is laudable that the dissent uses policy reasons for resolving ambiguities in the USCA, the majority points out the shortcomings of this perspective. The majority observes: ‘speculation about future harms is no basis for the Court to shrink authorial rights Congress established in section 201(c).’\textsuperscript{124} The court acknowledges that the parties ‘may enter into an agreement allowing continued electronic reproduction of the [a]uthor’s works.’\textsuperscript{125} Furthermore, although it may be sensible to allocate the right of distribution to publishers since they can best handle the task from an efficiency perspective, as the appellate court also pointed out,\textsuperscript{126} a court ‘is not free to construe statutes in the manner most efficient. Instead, the court must follow the intent of Congress as expressed in the term of the statute.’\textsuperscript{127} As Josh May indicates, authors may still retain control of electronic distribution of their works through collecting rights organizations, for instance.\textsuperscript{128} While commercial copyright transactions can be prohibitively expensive for individuals, this is not so for collecting societies.\textsuperscript{129} Indeed, ‘if necessary the courts and Congress may draw on numerous models for distributing copyrighted works and remunerating authors for their distribution.’\textsuperscript{130} To this effect, the dissent does acknowledge that government is more equipped to study the nature and scope of the problem and devise an appropriate licensing remedy.\textsuperscript{131}
Should these digital issues remain in the judicial arena, in light of the majority’s decision based on the imbalance between freelancer and publisher, it is arguable that future freelancers’ disputes will be resolved in their favour. And, while the majority also focuses on users’ interests, on the whole, it remains worrisome that *Tasini* does not provide a comprehensive understanding of the current digital conundrum authors face and thus may reinforce a myopic understanding of the issues.

**Tasini and the conveyancing of copyright conundrum**

While *Tasini* is arguably a triumphant ruling for authors, which highlights the current digital issues plaguing freelancers vis-à-vis publishers, the case falls short of properly addressing the copyright management problems that first underpinned the relationship between the parties. By the time the case made its way to the Supreme Court, the contractual claims, which were argued at the District and Appeals courts, were no longer an issue. While all the writers who submitted their articles for publication to The New York Times did not have any written agreements, at the District Court, Newsday and Time contended that their freelancers had “expressly transferred” the electronic rights in their articles and thus were not limited to those privileges set out in section 201(c). Newsday unsuccessfully relied upon cheque legends, issued to authors for payment, authorizing it to include the plaintiffs' articles “in electronic library archives.” Time, on the other hand, unsuccessfully relied upon the “first right to publish” secured in its written contract with one of the plaintiffs.

Since written contracts have rarely featured in the freelancer-publisher relationship, it is insightful to briefly examine one of the *Tasini* plaintiff’s written
agreements with Time. Time’s argument was based on section 10(a) of its written agreement with the plaintiff Whitford.\textsuperscript{136} Relying on a motion picture decision,\textsuperscript{137} Time argued that this language included no “media-based limitation” and consequently, its first publication rights must be interpreted to extend to NEXIS.\textsuperscript{138} While the District Court ruled in Time’s favour (but was reversed on appeal), in \textit{obiter} the court wondered why Time did not enforce its rights pursuant to clauses (b) and (c) of the Whitford Contract in order to both validate its electronic rights and defend itself against the infringement allegation.\textsuperscript{139} On appeal, the court answered the question: Time’s enforcement would have meant that it abide by its licence and compensate Whitford for new uses of his works. As the Appeals Court intuited, ‘Time took this position, of course, because it did not compensate Whitford pursuant to the agreement and could not, therefore, convincingly invoke the conditional licence granted in paragraphs (b) and (c) thereof.’\textsuperscript{140}

This outcome suggests that publishers like Time will enforce existing contracts at their convenience and ultimately expect digital uses of freelancers’ works outright.

\textbf{Freelancers as the triumphant party? Evaluating \textit{Tasini}}

The Supreme Court summed up the copyright transfer issue in a footnote, since neither of the publishers pressed the claim.\textsuperscript{141} Apparently, the publishers could not win, or as seen in Whitford’s case, did not wish to win by enforcing potential electronic rights clauses in the Whitford Contract. Instead, they relied on the privilege conferred by section 201(c) in the alternative. It is arguable that publishers will rely on existing contractual language only to their advantage, such that they may not respect comprehensive electronic rights clauses if these mean that they will owe freelancers monetary consideration for honouring
their bargains. Or as seen with the endorsed cheques, publishers will manipulate any semblance to an agreement to prove freelancers’ consent in contracting with them for electronic rights. To this end, against the expansive reading of the District Court, both the Appeals and Supreme Court decisions were sensible in construing a narrow reading of section 201(c) of the USCA. Doing otherwise would have indirectly ascribed transfer of ownership rights from freelancers to publishers. This result would have been at odds with authors’ exclusive rights. Therefore *Tasini*’s contractual analysis indicates that agreements purporting to transfer electronic rights must be clear, utilizing plain language identifying each transferred right.142

While *Tasini* exposed a variety of issues underpinning the freelancer-publisher relationship, it did not come without its oversights. *Tasini* did not account for contractual imbalances, or for the ideological and political dimensions obscured by digital reproduction. One wonders why the freelancers did not also advance moral rights violations since, *inter alia*, issues of accurate attribution of their works were in question. On a more fundamental level, Wendy Gordon questions *Tasini*’s interpretation of section 201(c) because ‘[r]egardless of whether the making of a digital collection infringes a freelancer’s right of reproduction, the publisher and his database licensee clearly infringe the right of distribution when they make the article available for individual downloads.’143 Accordingly, infringement can still occur because freelancers not only have a reproduction right, but also an exclusive right of distribution, which is a separately recognizable right.144 Yet given that the inquiry did not completely capitalize on delineating authors’ rights, Gordon’s judicial oversight is not surprising. In light of these
shortcomings, it is questionable to deem freelancers as the triumphant party in *Tasini* as many commentators have done.\textsuperscript{145}

**Tasini Aftermath**

After the Supreme Court decision, The New York Times adopted a new policy to accept only freelance works for which authors expressly surrendered all of their copyright. The publishing house also posted a notice on its web site stating that any freelancers’ work affected by *Tasini* would be removed from the electronic databases unless the writer executed a release of all claims arising out of The New York Times' infringement in connection with that work.\textsuperscript{146} Consequently, following the ruling, The New York Times began to purge approximately 115,000 affected articles.\textsuperscript{147} Pursuant to this “Hobson’s choice,” the newspaper company forces freelancers to choose between two options: (1) whether to press for compensation, or (2) forego compensation in favour of keeping their articles in the electronic databases at a time when these writers have limited information, since the damage awards from the Supreme Court decision have not yet been determined.\textsuperscript{148} The subtext is that if freelancers choose the first option their articles will be purged from the databases and, more significantly, appear as the recalcitrant authors hard-pressed to secure future contracts with the big publishers. Following the purging of the articles, The New York Times justified that it was “obliged” to do so and, as somewhat of a peace offering, posted a self-administered “Request for Restoration” notice to freelancers.\textsuperscript{149} If freelancers decide to “restore” their works in the archives, and decline any recompense, they may also affect their rights in new pending claims.
After *Tasini*, the freelancers responded by running their own advertisements, demonstrating in front of The New York Times’ headquarters and filing another lawsuit claiming that The New York Times forced authors to sign waivers by threatening to withhold future freelance assignments.\textsuperscript{150} The New York Times has required express transfer of all of its freelancers’ electronic rights since 1995. Hence, while the author-publisher imbalance, on a symbolic level, appears to be equalized in *Tasini* by adopting a purposive reading of section 201(c) of the USCA, the aftermath may dull any justice for freelancers. Rather than working out compensation schemes, The New York Times, as the dominant party, executes retributive payment schemes. As several commentators have concluded, future freelancers may be unable to retain their electronic rights due to the ‘lopsided power dynamic between authors and publishers.’\textsuperscript{151} Indeed, The New York Times’ post-1995 express transfers do not preclude a future phase of litigation; freelancers may launch additional claims including remuneration for newer rights that may be exploited under these new contracts. There are indeed a number of very recent class actions launched by the Author’s Guild, the American Society of Journalists and Authors (ASJA) and several freelancers against Lexis/Nexis and Dow Jones Interactive and other media moguls. These lawsuits claiming copyright infringement for works dating back to 1978, have been joined and recently ordered into mandatory mediation.\textsuperscript{152} The outcome of these cases is uncertain and still ongoing. Ultimately, in Yuri Hur’s words, what the *Tasini* line of decisions highlight is the ‘continuing struggle between freelance writers and publishers over compensation for the electronic publication of copyrighted material.’\textsuperscript{153}
Canada: *Robertson*

*Robertson v Thomson Corp* is Canada’s version of *Tasini* and indeed displays a similar decision-making approach. Like *Tasini*, *Robertson* is a copyright infringement case dealing with the issues of: (1) whether electronic reproduction violates the individual copyright of the owner or whether such reproduction falls within the copyright of the collective author and, in the alternative, (2) although The Globe may have infringed the plaintiff’s copyright, whether it may have an implied licence or implied term defence. However, unlike *Tasini*, where there were individual joined plaintiffs, in *Robertson*, Heather Robertson headed a class of plaintiffs. Robertson is a well-known Canadian writer who contributed two individual works in the newsprint edition of The Globe and Mail (The Globe). These works were subsequently retained electronically and made available to the public for a fee via various electronic media, including CD-ROM and Internet databases. Similar to the publishing giants in *Tasini*, Thomson Corporation is a large multimedia company in the business of publishing newspapers like The Globe, with various subsidiaries.

In contrast to *Tasini* where there were no written agreements except for the plaintiff Whitford’s, in *Robertson*, The Globe entered into a letter agreement with Robertson’s publisher McClelland & Stewart in August 1995 for one time usage of one of her works for a fee, which made no reference to electronic rights. Beginning in February 1996, The Globe entered into a written contract with numerous freelancers, which it revised in December 1996 in order to expand the electronic rights clause, which read:
Since the copyright infringement claim essentially adopts the analysis employed in *Tasini*, I will mostly limit my comments to the licensing issues. While the Ontario court also found copyright infringement, as the reproductions constituted copies of the freelancers’ individual works in which Robertson alone had copyright, the licensing issues were problematic. Based on the complexity of the licensing facts, the court found a genuine issue for trial and could not grant Robertson summary judgment.

**Transfer of copyright by implied terms and implied licence**

While the court did not ultimately rule on the conveyancing of copyright, spent some time articulating its stance on the issue. Section 13(4) of the Canadian Copyright Act (CCA), is accepted to apply to assignments and proprietary licences, and states that these can be made in whole or in part and must be in writing. It is clear that a mere licence, which does not grant an interest in the copyright, need not be in writing. In *Robertson*, The Globe alleged that it had a licence, either through implied terms in the contract or through an implied licence. The Globe claimed that it was entitled to a ‘continuing right in perpetuity to reproduce the plaintiff’s freelance articles throughout the world through electronic on-line databases via the Internet.’ In response, the plaintiff freelancer argued that such a grant connoted ‘an assignment or license in the
nature of the grant of a *proprietary interest* in the freelancer’s copyright.”164 As a result, the plaintiff freelancer contended that the defendant must comply with section 13(4) of the CCA in order for the licence to be valid. Nonetheless, the court ruled that the licence did not need to be in writing because it did not convey a proprietary interest. The Globe’s licence was ‘arguably nonexclusive’ since the freelancer ‘retains the rights to publish and re-sell the individual work.”165

While the court cannot confer a proprietary interest in the copyright as the defendant would like, the court conversely leaves open the question of whether there was in fact a licence between the parties and more specifically of what type. The decision, for instance, does not preclude the possibility that the defendant could be entitled to a licence in the new electronic uses of the works. Conflicting evidence regarding the licence could not allow the court to make a ruling and consequently, the court conveniently side-stepped a final decision.

Moreover, the court found considerable evidence regarding The Globe’s new electronic publishing practices. The court noted that the freelancers were possibly aware of the existence of the database, InfoGlobeOnline, which featured online versions of freelance articles long before 1996.166 The court thus suggests that in 1996 The Globe merely codified the existing practice of electronically publishing freelancers’ works in its new standard contract. Hence, the court speculates that if the freelancers wanted to restrict their rights they were obliged to do so expressly.167 But again given the nature of the conflicting evidence (as the freelancers testified to only granting one-time print rights), the court could not make a determinative ruling.
Freelancers as less triumphant? Evaluating *Robertson*

Cumming J suggested that given the complexity, uncertainty, and importance of the copyright issue in *Robertson*, The Globe could have contracted expressly with freelancers from the very inception of its electronic database in 1977. This oversight was peculiar given The Globe’s practice to only accept freelance articles that could be distributed electronically, and that as a media giant, it was in the best position to contract for electronic rights. It is therefore ironic that The Globe used its customs and practices to validate its electronic business activity but would overlook the practice of properly codifying this new custom. Gordon challenges publishers’ reliance on custom. She asserts that the “so-called custom is unilateral” and does not logically result in payment to freelancers or acknowledgement that they lack any input in establishing the custom. The Globe may have simply assumed that it was entitled to all future uses of its freelancers’ printed works. This possible patronistic stance is not unusual given that the same was likely assumed in *Tasini*.

While *Robertson* and *Tasini* did not squarely address the publisher-author contractual imbalance, both courts alluded to it. Cumming J found it unusual for The Globe not to have contracted for its purported rights by arguing for a mere implied licence yet desiring a proprietary interest. And in *Tasini*, the court found Time not to have enforced its written electronic rights provisions. As seen in *Tasini*, publishing giants expect freelancers’ works outright since they will either, (1) not contract for these expressly as required by law; or (2) if these are contracted for, avoid enforcement to the extent compensating freelancers is necessary. On appeal, *Robertson* is expected to make
a determinative ruling on the implied licence issue alongside the defences of latches and acquiescence.\textsuperscript{171} Lastly, Robertson like Tasini, did not consider freelancers’ moral rights, nor any ideological or political implications associated with the new uses of freelancers’ works and, consequently, yet again obscured the various facets of the author-publisher digital dilemma. In this way, both decisions show a similar approach to resolving the issue.

**New and improved freelancer claims**

There is a new class action again headed by Heather Robertson in Ontario which will soon make its way in the courts.\textsuperscript{172} This time there are a host of new defendants joined which include some of the largest multi-media moguls in North America like The Gale Group Inc, Torstar Corporation and Canwest Publications Inc. The lawsuit worth close to CDN $1 million also alleges moral rights violations. In the plaintiff’s pleading,

\begin{quote}
[t]he plaintiff states that the infringement of copyright by the Defendant Class members occurred as a result of the Defendant Class members’ high-handed and arrogant conduct and their wanton and callous disregard for the rights of the Plaintiff Class members. For reasons of monetary gain, the Defendant Class members knowingly violated the rights of the Plaintiff Class members and attempted to appropriate to themselves the proprietary rights of the Plaintiff Class members in the Works.\textsuperscript{173}
\end{quote}

As seen with Tasini this new claim indicates that freelancers’ suits will be litigated for some years to come, in the belief that publishers are knowingly violating their rights for monetary gain.
Similarly, there are a series of class actions being fought in Québec for copyright infringement of unauthorized reproduction of freelancers’ works in electronic media. While the cases have not yet gone to trial, from some of the preliminary motions, the cases are to be hotly contested. In AGIQ, an authors’ association brought forward a motion to dispense with an order of releasing a list of its class members. The association successfully argued that its members would likely suffer economic retaliation at the hands of the various defendants. Recalling Tasini’s aftermath, this is not an unreasonable argument.

Given Québec’s civil law tradition, in contrast to the common law system of the rest of Canada, it will be interesting to see how the decisions will be handed down. The court may look to Robertson, in its neighbour common law province Ontario, and/or it may consult with the continental European caselaw. Québec courts have in the past applied notions of Canadian copyright law to the interpretation of a Québec statute. As a rule, Canadian courts can consult interpretations of similar words appearing in related legislation, and even in foreign ones. Though in any event the outcome in Québec will be difficult to predict with any certainty especially since Robertson is still in its early stages. In contrast, the jurisprudence in continental Europe is much more developed and it is to that body of caselaw that we will now turn to.

**Continental Europe**

Across continental Europe freelancer caselaw showcases similar arguments as seen in North American jurisprudence. Publishers claim copyrights in new electronic uses pursuant to implied agreements, while freelancers contend that they merely contract for
one-time print rights and never intended or consented to grant rights for new modes of exploitation. In all these cases, agreements are oral and terms on new use rights are vague, if not absent. Importantly, however, the judicial approach in resolving these claims differs significantly. In continental Europe, rather than vainly applying “neutral” copyright law provisions, courts apply express legislation. Consequently, in continental Europe various unifying interpretative tools can be gleaned from the judiciary’s reading of the specific enactments. From this end, the differences between the common law and civilian jurisdictions are all the more apparent despite recent international harmonization copyright mechanisms. Yet, while continental European countries feature more progressive and specific legislation, and render more favourable freelance rulings, some national provisions such as the foreseeability principle are still disadvantageous to freelancers and indeed indicate a curious similarity between the two systems.

Judicial interpretation principles

Foreseeability Principle

Foreseeability of technology is a predominant judicial interpretive tool codified in national laws. Pursuant to French law, the reproduction of writers’ works in a new publication requires their express authorization. This permission can only be conveyed if at the time of contracting the technology was foreseeable, the contract expressly covered the new modes of exploitation, and there was a royalty provision for authors in the event of a new exploitation. In *Union of French Journalists and National Syndicate of Journalists v SDV Plurimédia* several French journalists and their trade unions directly launched a copyright infringement suit not against their publisher, but against a third party,
the on-line service provider, Plurimédia. At issue was the on-line dissemination of articles licensed by Dernières Nouvelles d’Alsace\textsuperscript{182} to Plurimédia. The court ruled in favour of the authors, holding that the collective agreement was concluded in 1983 when on-line technology was unforeseeable.

In the Netherlands, the Netherlands Association of Journalists filed a suit against one of the largest Dutch newspapers, De Volkskrant, also relying on the codified foreseeability principle.\textsuperscript{183} Article 2(2) of the Dutch Copyright Act (DCA)\textsuperscript{184} limits the scope of the transfer to rights specifically enumerated or necessarily implied by the nature or purpose of the agreement. But the \textit{imprévision} rule of article 6:258 of the Dutch Civil Code allows for ‘dissolution of a contract if unforeseen circumstances no longer justify the contract to continue under its original terms.’\textsuperscript{185} The Association had been unsuccessfully negotiating with various publishers over additional remuneration for the electronic reuse of journalistic works.\textsuperscript{186} De Volkskrant had been reusing the plaintiffs’ contributions on its website and CD-ROM. The Amsterdam District Court held for the plaintiffs, finding copyright and moral rights infringement\textsuperscript{187} because CD-ROMs and websites constituted independent means of communication. The court also applied article 2(2) of the DCA because in the 1980s, when the licences were granted, the plaintiffs could not have foreseen that their contributions would be included in electronic media.\textsuperscript{188}

But the foreseeability factor does not always favour freelancers. In Germany, the Publishing Act of 1901\textsuperscript{189} supplements the more modern German Copyright Act (GCA)\textsuperscript{190} and features specific rules on publishing agreements.\textsuperscript{191} Transfers, whether in writing, oral or implicit, are impossible under German law, only exclusive or non-
exclusive licences are allowed.\textsuperscript{192} This results from the monist theory of German law where economic and moral rights are so interwoven that they cannot be separated.\textsuperscript{193} Article 31(4) of the GCA declares void any obligation relating to uses that were unknown at the time the licence was granted. Under this rule, the moment of the party’s knowledge of a new use is vital in determining the scope of the licence.\textsuperscript{194} In a decision before the Regional Court of Hamburg,\textsuperscript{195} Freelens, an association of about 70 freelance news photographers, sued the magazine Der Spiegel for copyright and moral rights infringement.\textsuperscript{196} Between 1989 and 1993, the freelancers had sold photographs to Der Spiegel, which were available on CD-ROM since 1993. Der Spiegel alleged that since CD-ROMs were a well-known use in 1989, when the original print licences were granted, the photographers had implicitly licensed this form of use. The trial level decision proves to be of particular interest for the foreseeability principle. At the trial level, the Hamburg Court held for the publisher\textsuperscript{197} because when the licences were granted (in 1989 or later) CD-ROM was a known use despite the lack of market success at the time. Therefore, the photographers could not invoke article 31(4) of the GCA because the uses were known. The court reasoned that: (1) the photographers had never previously objected to republication of their works in microfilm, and (2) the digital medium was, as publishers have argued elsewhere, a mere substitute for microfilm or print.

**Purpose-of-Grant Rule**

While the German court in *Freelens* relied more heavily on the foreseeability rule, the court still noted the purpose-of-grant rule as a second author-friendly provision.\textsuperscript{198} Indeed, once *Freelens* made its way to the Federal Supreme Court of Germany, the court ruled in
favour of the authors and no longer relied on the foreseeability principle, but almost exclusively on the purpose-of-grant rule.\textsuperscript{199} It noted that, in the former proceedings, an assumption was made as to when CD-ROM was a known use ‘to the benefit of the defendant.’\textsuperscript{200} Instead, the Federal Supreme Court found it more useful to focus on whether the contracting parties ‘individually refer[red] to CD-ROM rights’ in the contract.\textsuperscript{201} According to the purpose-of-grant rule, whenever the contract terms do not specifically identify the uses for which rights are granted, the author is deemed to have granted no more rights than are required by the purpose of the contract. The court did not find that CD-ROM rights were made express and therefore ruling otherwise would go beyond the purpose of the contract. According to the court,

\begin{quote}
This [purpose-of-grant rule] rule of interpretation expresses the notion that the copyright powers tend to remain with the author as far is possible so that he can enjoy a \textit{reasonable participation} in the profits from his work.\textsuperscript{202}
\end{quote}

Here the court recognized the need and desire to have authors retain control over their works, at least maintain a reasonable participation. Indeed, the parliamentary history of this clause, ‘demonstrates that its primary aim is to prevent the “young and inexperienced” authors in their dealings with “cunning” publishers from “rashly” giving away their copyrights.’\textsuperscript{203} Consequently, the court noted that to give further effect to the spirit of this rule, it must not solely weigh whether the use in question ‘is an independent type of use.’\textsuperscript{204} By contrast, in the North American courts, independence of use, such as the difference between print to CD-ROM, is crucial to a finding of copyright infringement. For the German court, the independence of a use can be \textit{one of several} other factors, not limited to the weighing of the individual circumstances of the case.\textsuperscript{205}
Several other countries, including the Netherlands and France, also have a purpose-of-grant principle. In France, while also specifying the need for the foreseeability of the technology and a royalty provision in order for a valid transfer, the CPI provides that the modes of exploitation must also be expressly delineated. In the Netherlands, as adopted in relation to the foreseeability of technology principle, article 2(2) of the DCA limits the scope of the transfer to rights specifically enumerated or implied by the agreement’s purpose. According to Hugenholtz, the Dutch courts have by analogy applied this transfer rule to licences. Consequently, licences are strictly interpreted, and in the case of freelancers often mean solely non-exclusive, one-time print rights.

Pro-Author Interpretation

Some European courts have adopted legislation that expressly favours the author. Section 3(1) of the Belgian Copyright Act (BCA) regulates the transfer of economic rights and mandates a written transfer contract. Importantly, it provides that both the scope of the grant and the means of exploitation need to be identified and interpreted narrowly in favour of the author. In General Association of Professional Journalists v Central Station, freelancers and employed journalists represented by the Belgian Union of Journalists sued ten publishers who had founded a consortium, Central Station. Since 1996, Central Station operated a web site containing a cross-section of various articles for fee-paying users to access. The Brussels Court held that the publishers needed the freelancers’ written consent pursuant to section 3(1) of the BCA.
In some respects even the German Federal Supreme Court implicitly adopted this approach as it recognized the author’s unique position. In obiter, the court found it important to discuss the nature of authorship in freelance writing. Academic authors may often be interested in a maximum distribution of their work and only secondarily interested in a fee, but freelancers generally depend on their fees. Indeed,

in the case of self-employed journalists it must be assumed that they will want to negotiate separately on a use that promises its own commercial return in order to ensure that they enjoy a reasonable participation in this additional commercial exploitation of their achievement.

In some ways, the court is very true to Germany’s droit d’auteur tradition in finding authors deserve to control the fruits of their labour through all or any means. At the same time, the court is cognizant of the publishing industry practices and that there may be other players in this contracting; as such it notes once again that authors deserve a “reasonable participation”. Ultimately, the court strives for balancing the interests of authors and publishers: no participation would unreasonably prejudice authors and tip the scales disproportionately in favour of publishers. In short, authors require a reasonable participation in the future control of the exploitation of their works.

**Other unifying principles in continental Europe**

**Print to electronic media**

While European courts also examine copyright infringement as in North America, they do not solely focus on the technical differences between print and electronic media. In *Central Station*, the court stated that reproduced articles are ‘destined for the specific
public of a particular periodical, not for the largest possible public that might be interested.\textsuperscript{216} Thus authors are only deemed to have granted publishers those licensing rights to bring their articles to the newspapers’ specific public audience.\textsuperscript{217} Similarly, at the Federal Supreme Court in \textit{Freelens}, the court recognized that while CD-ROM and microform are initially “apparently comparable,” the former has a ‘complete different market potential despite its restricted use as compared with other digital data storage media.’\textsuperscript{218} Indeed, ‘the [CD-ROM] subscribers would be an additional circle of potential purchasers.’\textsuperscript{219} The court suggested that there may be more consumers of CD-ROM purchases for annual volumes than there would be in the printed edition.\textsuperscript{220} As a result, the court observed the increased monetary returns obtained from digital media not otherwise possible through print media. The European courts therefore recognize some of the oversights noted earlier in \textit{Tasini} and \textit{Robertson}: audience, market potential, and monetary returns are all factors which vary from the print to digital world.

\textbf{Settlement}

Against \textit{Tasini}’s outcome, parties appear more willing to settle both prior and post litigation. In \textit{De Volkskrant}, the evidence indicates the first time a publisher is forthcoming in working out a compensation scheme prior to the dispute. But while the publisher was willing to compensate the plaintiffs for digital reuse of their works, it asked for a three-year freeze upon making any payment since ‘the operation of the electronic media [was] still in an experimental stage.’\textsuperscript{221} Thus the publisher justified not compensating its authors due to its risky investment in the digital world. But the Dutch court did not find the publisher’s “proposal” to withhold compensation plausible and
substantiated its ruling by finding that the defendant had in principle acknowledged rewarding the freelancers for new uses.\textsuperscript{222} Settlement also occurred in \textit{Central Station}, where the Belgian publishers agreed that they would no longer electronically distribute freelance articles in the consortium without the freelancers’ consent.\textsuperscript{223} Moreover, in response to the freelancers’ moral right of attribution claim, the publishers committed to ‘stop the online distribution of the works without crediting the byline originally appearing in the publication of the articles.’\textsuperscript{224} In \textit{Plurimédia}, the parties also reached an agreement after the ruling, and the appeal only dealt with the reuse issue of televised news items.

\textbf{Understanding the differences between North American and Continental European Caselaw}

\textbf{Progressive Legislation}

According to Jane Ginsburg, a comparison of the decisions and national laws on freelancers to date indicates that European courts are more author-friendly in contrast to American courts which protect publishers.\textsuperscript{225} While her article does not detail the reason for this attitude, from an analysis of the examined caselaw the answer seems simple. While European courts may perhaps be pro-author because of their droit d’auteur tradition, they also have clearly drafted legislation. With the exception of the Netherlands, where courts nonetheless applied the assignment transfer rule to licences, these European enactments are, in contrast to the Canadian and US statutes, better able to clarify the ambiguities plaguing the conveyancing of new uses resulting from the onslaught of digital media. The Belgian statute endorsed a strict pro-author interpretation when rights were not clearly delineated.\textsuperscript{226} The French copyright provision precisely addressed royalty payments to authors to the extent that new uses were exploited.\textsuperscript{227} The
German and Dutch acts allowed the reading of no more rights than necessary to give effect to the contract’s purpose. In other words, courts did not appear to struggle with substantive copyright infringement questions but merely applied the appropriate statute.

The more conciliatory pro-author European environment indicates a publishing culture that is not only author-friendly in its tradition, but also seeks reasonable resolution of disputes with authors. As some commentators have argued, this scenario bodes well for the US, ‘demonstrating that authors and publishers are capable of reaching agreement in the management of electronic rights.’ Albeit imperfect, settlement contracts still persuasively foster or, at least, establish decent relations among publishers and authors. Furthermore, European advocates appear more attuned to authors’ interests in constructing moral rights violations in their pleadings. Neither the American or Canadian courts heard such claims, which as stated could have been sensibly grounded based on the available evidence. Additionally, the European courts did not entirely concern themselves in delineating the legal nature of the collective work of the newspaper as distinct from the individual freelancers’ works—the focus was more on the contractual nature of the new use rights. Lastly, the conciliatory nature of the European social climate may be due to publishers’ knowledge of these laws and their perceived risk of contesting freelancers’ claims in court acting as a strong deterrent.

**Drawbacks: Foreseeable Fixation**

It is nonetheless disconcerting that judicial reasoning in the examined jurisdictions features a fixation on the foreseeability of the new medium of exploitation. Courts decide based on either when the medium was developed or when the technology became
commercially available in order to interpret ambiguous new use clauses in contracts. Even the Canadian court that did not mention the foreseeability principle, alluded to it, in discussing the inception of InfoGlobeOnline’s practice and freelancers’ imputed knowledge of this new custom. In the US, a series of new use cases in other industries also frequently focus on finding foreseeability.\textsuperscript{233} Scholars like Sidney Rosenzweig argue that absent clear intent or a finding of unconscionability in a contract, courts should examine the foreseeability of the new medium.\textsuperscript{234} The logic is that if the technology was unforeseeable, the grantor retains rights, whereas if the technology was invented, though not commercialized, the rights are granted to the grantee along with those of the pre-existing medium.\textsuperscript{235}

Rosenzweig is one of the few scholars to address the issue of new uses, albeit exclusively focusing on the US copyright system. From a utilitarian standpoint and relying on Bartsch’s reasoning,\textsuperscript{236} he contends that because the publisher is in the better position to exploit new media with smaller transaction costs, vague contracts should always be interpreted to favour the publisher.\textsuperscript{237} He defines a new use as “an accretion or unearned increment” that is a “windfall” that occurs after the production of a work.\textsuperscript{238} And since the new use was beyond the intentions of the parties, ‘the author, as a result, could not have expected to profit from such future medium.’\textsuperscript{239} The one-time windfall from a new use is therefore used to subsidize the licensee or publisher in his risky investment to develop the new medium.\textsuperscript{240} Rosenzweig further suggests that it is most opportune for publishers to retain electronic rights when the technology is not yet invented, and authors have even less expectations and are less likely to have diminished incentives to create.\textsuperscript{241}
Rosenzweig does not take enough account of fundamental principles of property, contract or trust law, let alone the freelancer’s predicament or the user communities he purports to benefit. First, why should the authors’ works subsidize publishers, when these media conglomerates are in a business with the expectation of making and losing money? Authors, especially freelancers, are professionals who attempt to earn a living. Authors royalties cannot and should not be expected to fund the growth of publishers. Second, it is unreasonable to assume that just because the technology was unforeseeable, that authors did not expect additional compensation, or more importantly, expected to lose control over the exploitation and management of their works in new media. Indeed, if publishers were to ask freelancers if they expected to lose copyright control over of their works, the answer would likely be no. Rosenzweig’s argument gives authors very little credit for their dealings with publishers and emerging media. Although there may be information asymmetry with freelancers as the unsophisticated party, they should not be penalized for their inability to bargain express use rights in their contracts. Third, why cannot publishers reward authors for future uses of their works by some form of royalty scheme? The French media industry rewards authors through a royalty scheme. In this fashion, publishers could still use authors’ works for due consideration. Fourth, just as authors could not have expected to profit from the future use, the same case applies to publishers. The choice of which party benefits from the “windfall” is based simply on Rosenzweig’s preference. Should authors be not in a better position to reap from their work especially given their financially vulnerable position? Lastly, the proposition that the publisher is in a better position to exploit works from a social efficiency perspective fails to consider whether
this is appropriate for the public interest. For instance, as noted earlier, having more power in the hands of a few media companies does not result in a greater variety of works or greater access to these works. Since there will likely always be new emerging modes of exploitation that will by definition be foreseeable, thereby making foreseeability perpetual, freelancers will continue to be the disadvantaged party. Rather than blindly applying presumptive principles that would effectively favour only publishers, other solutions mindful of the ongoing imbalanced freelancer-publisher relationship are necessary.

Freelancers in Britain

Britain has yet to see litigation on the issue of whether freelancers’ contracts, which allowed publishers to print their works, contemplated electronic publishing rights. Yet, the issue has been very much alive. Bently details the abuses that freelancers face ‘in the UK media market-place.’ Recently, Britain saw one of its large daily newspapers reach a substantial out of court settlement and there have been other settlements reached with other publishers over similar issues.

The Guardian Settlement

The Guardian settlement could have been Britain’s version of Tasini. Since 1996 the National Union of Journalists, the Society of Authors and the Writers’ Guild, spearheaded a three-year long negotiation with The Guardian newspaper, one of Britain’s largest dailies, to stop its “rights grab.” At the same time, key literary figures like Fay Weldon led a grand campaign against the newspaper. In 1999, a settlement was reached
with some key terms, which include that the Guardian: (1) stop the practice of coercing freelancers to assign copyright with non-payment of work (2) stop the practice of posting letters stating that its ‘willingness and ability’ to publish work depends on freelancers’ copyright assignment and (3) give freelancers 50 per cent of spot sales. While the first two terms are commendable as they expressly ban the newspaper’s bullying tactics, the latter term remains insufficient. A spot sale is the individual sale of an article to another newspaper, which does not include systematic sales. Systematic sales generate the most wealth through worldwide syndication pursuant to lucrative subscriber agreements. If freelancers were to get full syndication rights, they could earn GBP£25-600 more per article. But through The Guardian settlement, freelancers are only entitled to spot sales, which yield a poor return by comparison. As a result, a settlement that was in the best position to provide freelancers with more adequate remuneration, as well as clarify the ownership of future uses for all parties, fails to do so. Indeed, there is no reason why a future freelancer lawsuit could not materialize in Britain especially given the current converging industry practices.

“You Retain Copyright” Letter Agreements

Large dailies such as The Guardian, The Times, The Daily Telegraph, The Independent have recently begun the practice of sending letters to their freelance contributors advising them of the newspapers’ policies. These letters advise freelancers that they “retain their copyright”, but with conditions that are not limited to: the newspaper’s unlimited and world-wide right to use the work in any publication or service that it owns or controls, in
whatever media. In light of the freelancer caselaw, it is quite plausible that these letters will be subject to future litigation. For instance, the new use terms are so vague that when a new means of technology is developed—a dispute may arise as to whether the contract captures such rights. And if this dispute were to occur it is unclear as to how a British court would rule without any express precedent on point. Ultimately, would a British court follow the North American caselaw or that of continental Europe? At this juncture, one can only speculate. Based on Britain’s common law tradition and given that there are few rules restricting alienability, one would expect Britain to follow the North American caselaw, at least in its approach. Indeed, in contrast to continental Europe, Britain does not feature the exclusive protection of authors’ rights. It is argued that Britain has moved towards a “mixed system” of copyright law. Typically, the common law tradition, which admits protection both of individuals and corporate bodies, stands in contrast to the continental European tradition based on the individual protection of the author. William Cornish notes that the once distinct mechanism of protecting authors and neighbouring rights, as done in the civilian system, has been abolished with the adoption of the CDPA. Moreover, unlike many other European countries, but similar to Canada and the US, Britain allows waiver of moral rights by contract or estoppel. In these respects, albeit there are a number of EC directives which increasingly compel Britain to harmonize its laws, its system is more akin to those of the common law tradition, and less to those of the civilian, droit d’auteur systems in continental Europe. According to Bently,

There are no provisions recognizing the special status of creators and their contributions to our culture, no provisions recognizing their
typically weak bargaining power, and none which attempt to ensure
that such creators receive proper levels of remuneration.\textsuperscript{257}

It is equally possible that a British court could resort to examine general new
use jurisprudence in other copyright sectors\textsuperscript{258} or other avenues such as
competition law.\textsuperscript{259} Still, this lack of legislative resolve reinforces the need
for some type of legislative intervention.

\textbf{IV SOLUTIONS}

As we consider solutions for Britain and other jurisdictions across the western world,
leaving freelancers to litigate their rights is not the preferred approach—time and cost are
a few of the main deterrents. It is nonetheless important that since courts will likely
continue to adjudicate freelancers’ cases, and certainly new use case law, courts should
adopt clear \textsuperscript{258} principles, especially in light of the indeterminate methods of interpretation
gleaned from the caselaw of Canada and the US. In this fashion, it is wise that the North
American approach becomes more like that of continental Europe featuring express
legislation.

Express legislation to address the conveyancing of new uses is essential. As
suggested, continental European cases may have been freelancer-friendly not so much
because the industry practice is one which is more conciliatory, or because Europe boasts
the \textit{droit d’auteur} tradition, but because the laws are constructed in such a predictable
way that publishers already know what they stand to lose. Therefore, it is not entirely the
appeasing culture that induces settlement but more the ways copyright laws are
constructed. Concise laws are therefore necessary to encourage such outcomes.

**More unified national and international legislative initiatives**

As the *Tasini* dissent appropriately stated, legislation can determine the “nature and
scope” of the problem and fashion solutions more easily than courts.260 This
reconfiguration must be vigilant of policy objectives that firmly focus on freelancers’
historical and contemporary legal predicament. I propose that Britain, the US, and
Canada codify a pro-freelancer default rule.

Default rules are already codified in some of continental Europe’s copyright
statutes and are used in contract law to fill the gaps in incomplete contracts. Defaults
cover the parties’ legal obligations unless parties contract around them.261 Contracts may
be incomplete because the transaction costs of express contracting for a specific
contingency are greater than the benefits.262 As one influential economic law theory
suggests, defaults can usefully function to press a party with better knowledge, typically
the publisher, to be explicit in contract formation.263 Ian Ayres and Robert Gertner posit
that default rules can be adjusted to the individual needs of the parties.264 Specifically,
defaults can serve as penalty defaults set at ‘what the parties would not want—in order to
encourage the parties to reveal information to each other or to third parties.’”265
Conversely, without such defaults, a more informed party may strategically withhold
information that could augment the total gains or “size of the pie” from contracting.266
The more informed party may thus prefer to have ‘inefficient precaution’ rather than pay a higher price for the good. Thus by introducing penalty defaults lawmakers ‘can reduce the opportunities for this rent-seeking, strategic behaviour.’ 267 Similar examples of such an approach can be seen in the common-law doctrine of construing ambiguities in contracts against the drafter. 268

**Express provisions**

Nationally we have already seen that many European countries delineate laws both cognizant of emerging technologies as well as parties’ responsibilities. Provisions stipulating that contracts are made as specific as possible, delineating terms of future use and duration are therefore useful. Moreover, a royalty provision mandating that freelancers be compensated in case of future exploitation, as the French provision provides, or that contracts be re-opened in case of a windfall, or in the event of lack of exploitation on the part of the publishers, are equally worthy of investigation.

**No foreseeability**

We have already discussed the drawbacks of the foreseeability factor and so will not repeat that discussion here. What remains pressing is that this principle is codified in several European countries, and used in the common law approaches of Canada, US and Britain in resolving new use caselaw. 269 Given the noted arguments, it is suggested that the approaches become more unified: common law countries rely less on this principle, and European countries recognize the inadequacy of such a principle in its future copyright law revisions. In this fashion, Pierre-André Dubois and Colleen Chien, seem
correct in saying that ‘contract terms cannot be enlarged to include new uses enabled by advances in technology after the formation of an agreement, unless specifically contemplated or bargained for.’

**Internationally**

Recognizing that this may be ambitious, Once more freelancer-friendly international mechanisms are in place, national governments may be more compelled to make domestic changes. While not analysed in this paper, internationally, freelance authors are not at all considered. A starting point would be to revisit the Berne Convention and the World Copyright Treaty (WCT) with a view to including new provisions on copyright contract principles.

There are of course some drawbacks to legislative intervention. In common law countries where copyright is meant to facilitate exploitation and trade, legislators will be hard pressed to enact laws that interfere with the private ordering of business. Essentially parties are presumed to be independently sophisticated to bargain for themselves to arrive at the best solution. And so, while such legislative initiatives will not likely prevail in the near future, a fertile body of scholarship needs to develop which posits how copyright laws should be devised in relation to the socio-economically disadvantaged freelancer and to the inevitable exploitation of works in new technologies.

**More unified judicial interpretation principles:**

**Restrictive contract interpretation and default rule**
Irrespective of legislative change, and given the often imprecise nature of bargaining between freelancers and publishers, courts particularly in North America and Britain, should adopt a restrictive approach to statutory interpretation. This conservative approach may support a default rule favouring freelancers where courts construe publishers’ rights narrowly. Many cases endorse this approach. In Ray, the court acknowledged that absent express terms, a default rule should favour the grantor. Tasini’s purposive holding on the “publisher’s privilege” in USCA’s section 201(c) would arguably support such an approach. Moreover, Tasini’s contractual analysis indicates that agreements purporting to transfer electronic rights must be clear, utilizing plain language identifying each transferred right. Commentators also state that when in doubt, courts should construe rights narrowly. In this way, the purpose of the grant would also be taken into account in a restrictive fashion. especially when contracting with the right to use new technology. Both directly and indirectly, the pro-freelancer default rule could therefore eventually account for the unfairness in the bargaining process underpinning the freelancer-publisher relationship and exacerbated in the digital era.

**Presumptive Licence rule**

As gleaned in Robertson, courts do not read the grant in question as an assignment, for such would constitute a proprietary interest and contravene copyright policy principles. In the spirit of strict interpretation, courts should presume the existence of a licence on the basis of the public interest. And while courts may not find such assignments to be illegal, they should be deemed unenforceable. In this way, the actual grant is constructed in a narrow fashion to protect the interests of the grantor. However, this practice may
lead to unimagined consequences since publishers may begin to insert waiver clauses in their contracts, thereby pre-empting the presumption against assignments, in order to avoid such an adverse finding. A court may then be faced with examining grounds of unconscionability and inequality in bargaining, which it probably may not find so as not to interfere with private ordering and commercial practices.

**Unconscionability principles**

As one assesses ways in which the judiciary may approach this issue, the doctrine of unjust enrichment potentially could be used as a pro-freelancer theory. Although this theory will not be fully extrapolated here, Justice Jacob noted that ‘the principle of unjust enrichment is capable of elaboration and refinement.’ The theory could be relevant from the framing of the contract to the framing of the question in court. To find unjust enrichment, all three elements must be present: (1) there must be a benefit conferred to the defendant, (2) at the plaintiff’s expense, and (3) it must be unjust to allow the defendant to retain that benefit. Goff and Jones detail the various branches of the doctrine. Particularly on the benefit element, they argue that one must have attained an objective benefit in the sense of a realizable gain or a saved expense. All three elements could be present in the freelancer’s case. First, the defendant publishers received the benefit of additional profit, not only from the articles’ print sales but indirectly by web site advertising and more importantly through third party databases and CD-ROMs. Second, the benefit is at the plaintiff freelancers’ expense since they could have licensed these works themselves or through a collecting society and charged a fee.
And third, based on the past and present imbalanced freelancer-publisher relationship, it is unjust that the defendant publishers retain this profit. The plaintiff freelancers had “no intention of making a gift” to the benefit of defendant publishers.

In a recent British software industry case of *Vedatech v Crystal Decisions*, Justice Jacob applied the doctrine of unjust enrichment to find for the plaintiff software company consultant. In that case, the consultant software company undertook work for the benefit of an English software company attempting to penetrate the Japanese market. The consultant company provided the use of its employees, and its translation and banking services, but they did not agree to any specific terms. Distinguishable from the case and the facts of *William v Lacey*, is that compensation was afforded for extra time and materials spent and participation in success of the product. In the freelancers’ cases, arguing that freelancers spent additional time and materials on exploiting the new technologies may be untenable. On the other hand, as Justice Jacob maintains the “principle of unjust enrichment is in large part founded on conscience.” In the freelancers’ cases, can the publishers, as the receivers of a benefit, “hang on to it without paying?” Furthermore, with an unjust enrichment claim there is no issue of whether there was a contract or whether the plaintiff freelancers relied on the prospects of further profit from their works. Consequently, while each jurisdiction has its own approach to interpreting the doctrine and while there is strong opposition to any broad extension of this doctrine, a court could favour adopting the doctrine of unjust enrichment. At the very least, such a doctrine could provide a unifying principle to the disparate determinants currently at play in freelancer jurisprudence.
Ill-Advised contract interpretation methods

Industry Custom

Besides favourable proposals, revisiting methods and approaches put forth in the caselaw is useful in highlighting factors that should not be adopted. We have already discussed the disadvantages of adopting a foreseeability principle. Other determinants, like industry custom, are equally problematic in advancing a solution for freelancers because relying on industry custom has not served freelancers well. Since the publisher’s retention of an implied non-exclusive license for a one-time print right is the industry practice, scholars argue that with time, “assuming a new custom develops, the courts may be more inclined to imply a wider license to permit reproduction in other formats.”\textsuperscript{288} Waiting for a new custom in industry to develop is not the best means to solve freelancers’ issues. As Gordon has suggested, the publishers’ agenda is unilaterally imposed on the freelancers.\textsuperscript{289} In Robertson, industry custom worked to the freelancers’ disadvantage as the plaintiff should have known that the electronic distribution custom existed and was supposed to have restricted her rights accordingly. Also, partly because in Robertson the court placed excessive weight on custom, the court found contradictory evidence that resulted in an inconclusive finding. Furthermore, in light of the recent freelancer disputes, publishers are unlikely to develop a custom that is either freelancer-friendly or promotes the freelancers’ interest. Therefore to await for publishers to mobilize change in this area, and for the courts to simply endorse this practice, makes for undemocratic and biased reform.
**Judicial policy considerations**

While adopting policy considerations is necessary, appropriate ones should guide such an approach. For instance, a utilitarian policy as per the *Tasini* dissent, erroneously assumes that it would be best to leave electronic distribution to publishers. Again, an examination of copyright policy and theory would be invaluable. Suffice it to say, as some commentators indicated, alternatives like authors’ collecting societies are available while still endorsing a utilitarian stance.

However relying exclusively on the judiciary for redress remains insufficient since as seen in *Tasini*’s dissent and majority opinions, judges differ widely as they attempt to read in government intent or interpret contractual clauses. As Rod Dixon observes on reading future technology clauses, ‘the outcome will depend on how narrow or broad a reading is given to the actual words of the grant.’

The challenge is therefore to what extent laws and contracts should be drafted to account for both commercial certainty and judicial flexibility.

**Industry mechanisms**

**Collecting Societies**

Collecting societies in Britain, Canada, the US and continental Europe can control the electronic distribution of freelancers’ articles and maintain efficient licensing schemes to distribute the articles to the public. As May observes, ‘[c]ommercial copyright transactions require negotiation, monitoring, and enforcement that can be prohibitively costly for individuals’ but feasible for such an organization. These collecting societies
may devise general rules that duplicate contracting terms between two parties at substantially lower transaction costs. Recently, in the US, the National Writer’s Union spear-headed the Publication Rights Clearinghouse (PRC) to license and enforce the copyrights of freelance writers. In this scheme, writers assign to their agents the limited right to act on their behalf in licensing the non-exclusive secondary right for publishers to use their works for a fee. Also, the PRC is responsible for collecting fees from secondary users and distributing them to authors. The PRC gives 75 to 90 per cent of the total collected fees to the member authors. Thus, this organization works to the authors’ advantage by permitting them to retain the right to grant further exploitation of their works, enabling public access to their works, and being paid without relying on publishers.

**Contracting, Settlement, and Authors’ Rights Groups**

As seen in the caselaw, a large part of the freelancer problem was due to the ambiguity imbued in freelancers’ verbal agreements. At a minimum, publishers across all jurisdictions should be required to inform their contributors of their intentions in advance and maintain some record of these discussions. As Gallant and Russell suggest, publishers wishing to exploit works in new media should re-obtain licences for each new use, or in the case of older printed works, make best efforts to notify, obtain consent, and pay the author if necessary. Presumably, not all authors may be compensated depending on the type of medium used. Contracts should also aim to be specific and avoid all-rights clauses, such as “by all means whether known or unknown” to cover
future technologies. As some commentators state, each transferred right should at least be enumerated.

Also, since standardized contracts may undermine the individual needs of some writers, freelancers should become more aware of their legal rights by carefully reading specific contractual clauses and negotiating tactics (or lack thereof) that publishers may use. While helpful, freelancers should also be wary of enlisting agents to assist in bargaining on their behalf. Many authors’ rights groups advocate that contracts should be drafted outlining clearly the terms of the freelancer-agent arrangement. Information is becoming more readily available for freelancers. For example, “Contracts Watch” is a free electronic newsletter from the Contracts Committee of the American Society of Journalists and Authors (ASJA) which serves as a contract information centre for freelance writers, keeping them informed about the latest terms and negotiations in the publishing industry. Organizations, such as Britain’s National Union of Journalists, also provide essential information and support during a potential dispute and settlement.

Compared to Canada, the US, and Britain, in particular, the European courts have led the way for a better dispute settlement method. Against litigation, grievance boards could also provide more effective, personalized, and less expensive ways to address freelancers’ rights. Still, drawbacks remain since if the bargaining practice is flawed *ab initio*, so too may be the settlement process, however informal. Thus, unless the publishing industry changes its mantra that publishing is a lucrative industry and its view that commerce is valued above culture, which is highly unrealistic, other mechanisms,
such as contracting and settlement in conjunction with more tailor-made decision-making, become necessary.

**Final remarks**

I began this paper by showing how the publishing industry is increasingly global: there are fewer but stronger publishers. Alongside this globalization, I explained the convergence of publishing practices where publishers expect copyright ownership of freelance authors’ works. Publishers impose unilateral non-negotiable standard terms to exploit works not only in print but also digitally. While publishers grow richer, freelancers do not receive any of this additional revenue, nor are they consulted. As seen, freelancers are vulnerable for any number of reasons: they desperately need the money, lack an industry reputation, or simply feel subordinate to publishers in their unstable profession. On the other hand, publishing conglomerates have legal in-house shops with the knowledge and power to bargain and draft favourable agreements. As a result, writers either witness their freelance opportunities or their potential earnings shrink, while publishers appropriate the use of works that they would otherwise be required to licence. While publishers may not have understood the extent of their rights when they began electronic publishing, publishers are now very likely advised of their rights (indeed they have begun codifying their practices), yet pursue such digital exploitation. Possibly, the publishing business is reacting to its ‘competitive advantage…by reallocating intellectual property rights, making cyber-publishers’ commercial transactions faster and cheaper by putting the burden of transactional costs on authors instead.’
differently, authors appear to be subsidizing publishers’ entry into the “potentially lucrative electronic world” for very little in return. Solutions rooted in copyright law are necessary.

While copyright law solutions are necessary to re-equilibrate this imbalance, they seem far-reaching. Indeed, as this problem becomes multi-jurisdictional and publishing practices converge, I argued that the civil and common law copyright systems diverge in dealing with this issue. While common law courts applied vague copyright law provisions, continental European courts provided clearer and more favourable laws. Yet, the foreseeability principle remained a pressing problem in both jurisdictions. In order to advance solutions for freelancers in Britain, and across the western world, I suggested that both jurisdictions should rely less on foreseeability principles and that common law countries adopt express provisions such as the continental European default rules. Contract law and persuasive economic arguments also support this approach. Of course, judicial and legislative means only the first step; the cooperation of copyright industry mechanisms like authors’ groups are necessary to effectively help shape and enforce policy on the bargaining table so that freelancers are no longer for free.
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